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http://biblehub.com/malachi/3-3.htm and http://biblehub.com/psalms/7-9.htm 

  

Questions are posed all the time to those of us who know the Biblical Account to be Truth in a world of 

such overspreading lies and deceptions as exist at present this day.  Questions like, "just what did all the 

animals eat after the worldwide flood?" 

  

http://www.nwf.org/Wildlife/Wildlife-Conservation/Disturbance.aspx I wish people would understand 

that although the depths of the meanings in the scriptures; even the encrypted messages, are more 

extensive than anyone could expound on in our brief lifetimes; it is still not remotely a compendium of 

everything that has taken place in detail (the Holy Bible is the public Record our CREATOR has given to 

mankind; by which all other knowledge(books) are tried- It's Purpose; while teaching Truth, is to lead 

us all to KNOW our Creator personally; who is that COMPENDIUM of TRUE OMNISCIENCE). Some plant 

and seed varieties can survive underground (come back from roots), some species only propagate in 

flood situations -

 https://www.google.com/search?q=seasonal+flooding+in+australia&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq

=seasonal+flooding+in+aus&aqs=chrome.1.69i57j0.7981j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&i

e=UTF-8, some need fires for the seeds to break out of their shells, some species are actually designed 

by our Creator to be the very first forms of organic composition of soil AFTER devastations of floods and 

fires! 

  

I know my notes are already so controversial that I will add here how people roll their eyes at the flood 

account (even though there is worldwide evidence of it - https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/no-more-brainwashing-no-more-lies-science-proves-who-god-is-part-

1/518695411542756  and how they laugh about dinosaurs and man living together; when it is a clear 

fact of history and even so to this day! http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/giants.htm (just do a little 

research - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CEmnXV5Qs2Q&list=PLDD19870F568B7818  and 

 https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=dinosaurs%20and%20man%20coexisted&sm=1) But 

what I want to say is this. THERE IS NOTHING NEW UNDER THE SUN, we have genetic modification today 

(and achieved that level of technology RAPIDLY from the scientific explosion of the 16th and 17th 

century) as such when there are monoliths all over the world and under water that are cut more 

precisely than any tools we have today, are larger than any blocks we move today, have precise bore 

holes through solid stone, it is QUITE feasible that CONTRARY to popular opinion those who perished in 
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the flood of Noah's day had achieved similar technological advancements! (human skulls with horns 

have been found, evidence of half human half animal hybrids and other evidences of genetic corruption 

was going on in the PAST - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_w-

e_T1C9fM&list=PLDD19870F568B7818) most all the myths and legends regarding vampires, cannibals, 

strange humanoids, even so called "aliens" have the potential of being based on genetic modification 

technologies.  Ask yourself all you who know GOD, did GOD have less knowledge in the past than He 

does today?  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-omniscience-of-our-

creator/603749679703995  what about the fallen angels/demons who taught the children of cain 

metallurgy, and other sciences, occult knowledge?  Who thinks in this fashion today? 

 (http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/propaganda/528691883876442  andhttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/treatise-on-greed-and-

corruption/517410181671279  and  http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/satanism-fools-

who-want-to-burn-forever-represent-a-threat-to-themselves-and-all/554580804620883   that brings 

about http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/stupidity/527894057289558 and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/blasphemy-and-idolatry/568026456609651 for the purpose 

ofhttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-

accident/544721958940101) those who are filled with foul and unclean spirits have such wicked 

imaginations AND THEY ARE COMMITTING THE SAME ABOMINATIONS NOW! 

 https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=human%20animal%20hybrid%20experiments&sm=1

and https://www.google.com/search?q=darpa+human+animal+hybrid+experimentation&rlz=1C1GIGM_

enUS535US535&oq=darpa+human+an&aqs=chrome.1.69i57j69i59.6378j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=2

10&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8  and 

 https://www.google.com/search?q=genetically+modified+humans&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=

genetically+modified+humans&aqs=chrome..69i57j0l5.5791j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=

93&ie=UTF-8  (there is hardly anything more wicked than ALTERING THE DESIGNS OF OUR CREATOR!) So 

my point here is we already KNOW the mindset of these people (movies like Jurassic Park tell us) and 

with all the soft tissue specimens of "dinosaurs" it is VERY LIKELY that is REALITY; not just science fiction! 

Human organs have already been bio-engineered!  https://www.google.com/search?q=bio-

engineering+lab+created+human+organs&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=bio-

engineering+lab+created+human+organs&aqs=chrome..69i57.18255j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&

es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8  To clarify, in the scriptures GOD talks about mankind "corrupting" all flesh 

 http://biblehub.com/genesis/6-12.htm  that is not just referring to wickedness or sin, it is referring to 

what the spirit of error is doing once again today, genetic modification of dna in species and is perhaps 

the most serious threat to all life on the planet in our time!  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/crimes-against-humanity/571080836304213  But in staying on topic, genetic splicing, genetic 

modification could bring into existence species that GOD did NOT design for LIFE but rather for DEATH 

and DESTRUCTION.  (like GMOs are actually accomplishing) So to continue AS CONTROVERSIAL AS IT 

MIGHT BE, with all the theories being postulated, who's to say that dinosaurs weren't the result of this 

kind of genetic meddling? we already know the nephilim were NOT GOD's designs, but wicked corrupt 

creatures of the darkest origins from rebellious, evil spirits.  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-
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swenson/the-serpent-seed-nephilim-rephaim-bestials-hybrids/570496899695940  Keep in mind what 

they teach in schools as science and history is NOT consistent with what we find on earth (that actually 

confirms the Biblical account rather than the indoctrinated fiction still being taught. like the lie that 

mankind in the past did not have sophisticated technologies -

 https://www.google.com/search?q=ancient+machinery+and+gears+found&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US5

35&oq=ancient+machinery+and+gears+found&aqs=chrome..69i57.10408j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=

210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8  and 

 https://www.google.com/search?q=ancient+flying+machines&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=ancie

nt+flying+&aqs=chrome.1.69i57j0l5.5946j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8 and 

there is much more to be found if anyone does even cursory research on that topic)  I'm not saying ALL 

dinosuars were created by wicked demonic knowledge, I'm only saying PERHAPS some of them were the 

results of genetic modifications and experimentations (take a good look at all the modified humanoid 

skulls and giants that have been found all over the world). With all the genetic modification today AND 

proof that it happened during the days of Noah; how do we KNOW Noah took such modified 

"corrupted" flesh on board the ark at all? IT MAY VERY WELL BE THE PRIMARY REASON THE GLOBAL 

FLOOD WAS NECESSARY; to destroy the giants, the human-animal hybrids, altered species of plants and 

animals and yes, perhaps, killer dinosaurs.  I AM NOT SAYING THIS BY DIVINE REVELATION; I am only 

presenting a viewpoint as a POSSIBILITY to all those who LAUGH at the evidence that man and dinosaurs 

co-existed AND at the global flood account AND at the factual giant skeletons found all over the world 

and everything else that confirms the Biblical account.   

  

There may have been some highly concentrated compost on board the ark when Noah and the animals 

departed from it, or some of the animals may have had semi- dormant reactions under the 

circumstances and had slowed digestive systems; in which seeds could have been stored until they 

eliminated their bowels upon departure from the ark.http://arkencounter.com/ plenty of room to feed 

the species on board for the duration and until vegetation reappeared on land. There are many 

possibilities for revegetation; if one really thinks on it; rather than ways to make excuses for not 

repenting from ones wicked ways in a vain effort to deny the Truth of the scriptures and the reality we 

observe in creation. 

  

 In addition to all the so called "natural" ways our Creator maintains life on our planet; He is more than 

capable of destroying the entire universe and starting a new one all over again; let alone regenerating 

any life forms on our world, "supernaturally". Nothing states Noah was disobedient to our Creator's first 

instruction to mankind to properly steward Creation, replant, resupply, replenish this world as we go;  to 

be a proper Gardener in the Garden of Eden (this is PRIMARILY what humanity should be doing on 

earth - PROPERLY STEWARDING THIS WORLD IN PREPARATION FOR EXPANDING INTO THE UNIVERSE - 

How do you expect our Creator to give you your own world(s); when you don't take care of the one 

you are already living on?)  Adam, was told point blank -http://biblehub.com/genesis/3-17.htm and it 

would be a very good thing therefore when our LORD returns in Glory to find mankind DOING THAT! -
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 http://biblehub.com/isaiah/2-4.htm - we are destined for the most part to be tried and tested by 

how well we take care of this world we are on and to be concerned with what makes for life (bringing 

forth from the earth; mankind is supposed to focus on LIFE (Spiritually by KNOWING our CREATOR 

through the Grace and Acceptance of the Sacrifice in our Behalf of our LORD and SAVIOR, 

YAHOSHUAH THE MESSIAH, aka JESUS THE CHRIST -

http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Matthew+13,http://biblehub.com/revelation/12-

11.htm, http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/are-you-a-christian/532952590117038 

  

AND concentrate on LIFE in the physical, temporal realm by focusing on agriculture and 

aquaculture)! NOT RAPING, PILLAGING, PLUNDERING, GREEDILY CONSUMING, HOARDING, DESTROYING 

OUR WORLD AND ALL LIFE ON IT; AS IS CURRENTLY WELL UNDERWAY! - (because of 

 http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/propaganda/528691883876442  and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/treatise-on-greed-and-corruption/517410181671279  and 

 http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/satanism-fools-who-want-to-burn-forever-

represent-a-threat-to-themselves-and-all/554580804620883   that brings 

abouthttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/stupidity/527894057289558 andhttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/blasphemy-and-idolatry/568026456609651for the purpose 

of http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-

accident/544721958940101 and the only remedy ishttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/why-we-all-need-instructions-from-our-creator-to-live-by/533444303401200 to be taught 

everywhere; especially to the children; so they mature into such persons of integrity; necessary for a 

peaceful, strong, stable, prosperous society; as I propose: http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/solutions/516489485096682).   

  

Since Noah was in charge of preserving such species during the flood; it is most probable he had a seed 

supply on board as well.  In addition, the flood while devastating would still have acted in a way rising 

water naturally does, (wood floats, and other organic matter; just look at the tons of bio-mass floating in 

our oceans presently (as well as all the inorganic tonnage floating)) such that spores, pollens, seeds, 

could have very well subsisted under such conditions as necessary to produce vegetation as soon as the 

waters receded.   

  

IF you really want ANSWERS to your questions in sincere quest of TRUTH; seek to KNOW our CREATOR; 

who has all of them; if your intent is only to mock; do not be surprised if a reflection of your own 

ignorance is all you get in reply. help people not to present themselves 

as http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/mentally-challenged/575010789244551 by 
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teaching the Truth! http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/evidence-of-god-our-

creator/568134419932188 
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